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as well as the new products, the group have also been busy developing
their own software to help design, print and build a custom case for
you. and they've just launched it at this year's plasa 2012. this new
case designer software was developed in house by penn elcom and
provides a comprehensive toolset for the complete design of your

custom flight case, or speaker cabinet solution. it's an essential tool for
any audio professional. penn elcom case designer software is a great

tool to help you get the perfect flight case and speaker cabinet
solution. it's simple to use, and comes with lots of pre-designed

designs, so you can get straight on to designing your perfect case. the
aim of the event was to build a unique time trial bike case with a new
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and innovative design that incorporated new technologies and
manufacturing techniques from the automobile industry. the three
winning designs are all being manufactured by megacase. the first

design has just been manufactured in the united states. this is a mixed
package of a video editing software and a video editor. this video

editing software can be used to merge and edit audio, video, pictures
and 3d images. it provides a user-friendly interface and enables users

to work with video in a seamless manner. it also comes with audio
editing and picture editing capabilities. this software also allows you to
work in real time, and also allows you to create amazing effects. it also

enables you to customize the resolution of the video, play video and
audio, and store the video. as with all prodj users, we pride ourselves
on a flawless quality control process. a number of quality checkpoints

are taken during the production process, including a comprehensive set
of x-ray and visual inspections for every case before shipping to ensure

zero risks of inferior products. [
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the main differences between the new and the old slant design, is that
the new slant is a single case, and the main advantage of this single

case is that it can be easily stacked on other racks. the slant 1216 was
a single case which just had a large enough space to house four racks.
the new slant rack case has two identical, smaller cases, one on either
side of the rack. this allows a higher total design of your system. each
of the two cases can hold four racks or two racks in the larger version,
or eight racks in the smaller version. there is not much more i can add

about the slant 1216, it was one of the first rack cases, and the first
and most popular slant case. it is designed for prodjuser systems only,
so if you buy the slant case from a dealer, the dealer will stock a wide
range of prodjuser components. if you buy a slant case from prodjuser
you will get the components included. if you want to add the slant rack
case to your system, i would suggest that you call us and ask us what

cases we have available. we do not just stock cases, we can also advise
you on what cases you need and even build it for you if you want to use

the cases as a basis for your system. with the slant rack case, we are
offering a more efficient rack solution than was previously available.

the racks can be built around a single slant 1216 case, or they can be
built around two slant 1216 cases. our slant design is not only very
efficient in rack space, but the rack system also has several other

advantages. as long as you can afford the rack space, there is no limit
to the number of racks you can stack in a rack case. 5ec8ef588b
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